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The crime details in this case study
On August 26th, 2008, Christopher Foster murdered his wife and daughter, killed his for
dogs, his three horses, all his chickens and ducks, blocked the entrance to his property with
a horse-box, burnt down all four expensive sports cars in his garages, burnt down his
stables, set his house alight and killed himself. His business had been put into compulsory
liquidation.
This case study illustrates financial misfeasance, taxation evasion, arguable voidable
contracts, reckless litigation, opulence, and high living leading to murder, arson and
suicide. One of three bodies found at the burnt-out home of a businessman is that of Mrs.
Foster, police have said. Post-mortem tests found that Jill Eileen Foster, date of birth, 14th
November 1958, of Shropshire, United Kingdom, had been shot in the head. Mr.
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Christopher Foster is originally from Burnley Lancashire, date of birth being 9th July, 1958.
A third body was also found in the house.
A rifle, identified as being legitimately owned by Mr. Foster, was recovered near two of the
bodies, along with the remains of a dog. Four dogs, three horses and three people were
killed, the stables were burnt down, the house was completely burnt out and four expensive
cars were completely burnt out, a total destruction and annihilation of Christopher Foster,
his immediate family and all his tangible property within the United Kingdom.
Surviving family are Anne Giddings, Christopher Foster’s sister-in-law and Jill Foster’s
brother. Among neighbours is a car dealership businessman named John Hughes. Former
colleagues are Giuseppina Beardsmore and US citizen Dan Sherrill. The Fosters’ former
accountant is Terrence Baines, from Tamworth, Staffordshire. Deceased persons in the
Foster arson are presumed to be Christopher Foster, Jill Eileen Foster and Kirsty Foster.
The domestic property concerned is Osbaston House in Maesbrook, near Oswestry,
Shropshire, United Kingdom.
The Administrator of Ulva Ltd is the legal firm Butcher Woods of West Midlands, UK.
Former colleagues Mark Bassett and Peter Grkinic are now employed by SWP
Construction Group as directors in the new Ulva business operations. Terence Baines is
former director of Mr. Foster’s Telford-based company Ulva Ltd.

Possible Legal Solutions to Foster’s dire financial straits
Christopher Foster could have worked his way out of debt. To save money, a bankrupt or
person in dire financial straits could choose not to own a TV, choose to drive a fuel-thrifty
car and listen to music on a MP3 player, for instance. The family could revert to public
schooling, general medical practitioners, National Health Service dentists, a smaller home,
and reduction in luxury past-times. In this era of conspicuous consumption, one must say
“no” and opt instead for a more reasonable lifestyle. There are many very wealthy people
who are not ostentatious and who live a frugal and socially aware lifestyle. For instance,
Warren Buffett, a billionaire businessman and one of the wealthiest people in the world,
with a net worth estimated around $60 billion, lives in a modest house he bought 50 years
ago in Omaha, Nebraska for $31,500. He gives the bulk of his wealth to charity. Sensible
tenets to live by are these:
Live below your means.
Steward your money.
Create a budget.
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But rather, Christopher Foster wasted time, energy and money trying to impress other
people with designer clothes, fancy cars and a palatial mansion. Hard choices and extra
effort were required to get back on track. Borrowing his way out of debt was not the
solution. If one is financially drowning and facing debts that one can never repay, then
bankruptcy might be the best of bad options. Realizing how serious the mistakes he made
were, would have been the first step toward averting disaster, and getting himself on the
right financial path.

How Fosters paved their own road to ruin
When families are unhappy because of their finances, they have typically chosen one of a
relatively small number of paths to get there. Such people carry credit card debt. Many of
those with significant credit card debt are already behind on payments or dealing with
collectors, research has revealed. Even those persons paying their bills on time suffer the
consequences of bloated debt. Carrying any credit card debt is a red flag that one is living
beyond one’s means. Paying off that debt should be a priority.
The Fosters could have rented another property to live in. They could have disposed of all
their expensive vehicles. They could have offered to repay loans at a rate of minimum loan
repayments. A bankruptcy filing halts, at least temporarily, all collection activities, from
phone calls demanding payment to more serious actions including foreclosure, wage
garnishment and levies against bank accounts. In the UK, the home is not secured against
bankruptcy debts.

Gamblers-a high-risk group
The Foster lifestyle and possessions indicate a businessman who took high risks, similar to
pathological gamblers who take high risks. Identifying pathological gamblers is not easy.
They can successfully hide their compulsion for years, which allows them to go through
their money without friends or even family being aware. Unlike alcoholics or addicts, there
are few physical or behavioural signs of the underlying problem High risk gamblers usually
make repeated, unsuccessful attempts to cut back on taking risks; they are deceitful as to
the extent of their debts; they commit crimes in order to get the money they need; they feel
no guilt or shame. Many high risk takers do it for the thrill.
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Business Risk Ratios
Accountants put equity and debt capital to work in taking a business risk. If there is a lot of
debt, and the business is highly leveraged, it would have a low ability to cope with shocks.
When adverse price shocks occur, or debts are called in, the leveraged firm lacks the
financial depth in order to cope with them and goes into bankruptcy. The standard
prescription for a safe firm is to have low leverage when profit volatility is high. A
business with a stable cashflow can have 2:1 leverage, but a highly risky cashflow should
have little debt. The profit volatility could itself change.

Ulva Ltd. in Administration
The website of the business claims its operations as “Investigating corrosion underinsulation. The world’s leading provider of non-metallic thermal and acoustic cladding,
ULVA are the preferred choice for the oil and petrochemical industry”.
Mr. Foster’s business developed from home cladding to developing insulation technology
for oil rigs, a quantum leap. The director of ULVA Ltd of Unit H, Horton Enterprise Park,
Telford TF1 7GZ, is recorded as Mr. Christopher Foster and UK Companies House records
show that Mrs. Jill Eileen Foster was the company secretary. However, the debts at Ulva
were so large as to make it no longer a going concern. In 2005 the company owed nearly
£2.8m to creditors, including tax evasion estimates by the HMRC . Ulva Ltd. had lent
about £160,000 to one of the company directors, in breach of company law.
Ulva Ltd had a main supplier, namely DRC Polymers Ltd. a Cambridgeshire company,
now owned by the SWP Construction Group. Litigation ensued in September 2006 after it
was discovered that Ulva Ltd. was using another supplier, in breach of a contract between
Ulva Ltd and DRC Construction. Court documents show that Ulva Ltd. faced liquidation.
Ulva Ltd. had Christopher Foster as its director, who was at the same time involved in a
criminal prosecution of blackmail against two businessmen in respect of Foster’s new
property business deals abroad in Cyprus. The criminal offence of blackmail is a very
serious charge to be brought against businessmen and carries a maximum prison sentence
of fourteen years. It would certainly ruin any businesses which were being operated by
suspected blackmailers. It is not clear whether the Fosters had bought security systems for
their properties in the UK and abroad from these two accused businessmen. This criminal
prosecution was however unsuccessful in Shrewsbury Crown Court (Foster v Leo Dennis
and another [2006] unreported), although it has ruined the business lives of the suspects,
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who, before which prosecution, were operating a multi-million pound security/management
consultancy business, according to company records.

Ulva International Ltd
Mr. Foster transferred assets from Ulva Ltd to another company he then set up, Ulva
International Ltd, at Unit D Hortonwood,31 Telford, TF1 7G T, so that he could carry on
trading despite the failure of Ulva Ltd. In particular, he transferred the Intellectual
Property, the Patent of the cladding technology. The creditors of Ulva Ltd. sought to
retrieve the assets of Ulva Ltd. and the case went to the Court of Appeal where Lord
Justice Rimer said that director Christopher Foster had performed "an asset-stripping
exercise directed at enabling him to carry on its business through another company with a
similar name".
The Appeal Court ruled that Mr. Foster had acted improperly by appointing administrators
with the motive of protecting his own business reputation. Ulva International has,
according to its website, online access to over 25 million ocean freight shipment records searchable by
supplier name, importer name, product description. Ulva International’s clients include importers,
exporters, investment banks, stock traders, freight forwarders, attorneys, and more. See
http://www.ulva.co.uk/ and http://www.importgenius.com/shipments/ulva-internationallimited.htm. Its database, it claims, gives online access to ocean freight shipment records,
for a fee, searchable by supplier name, importer name, product description, etc. The
database is called “ImportGenius”, a searchable database covering all ocean container
imports entering the United States. This database includes detailed information about the
shipper (exporter), consignee (importer), product description, and dozens of other data
points, it is claimed on the website. “ImportGenius” is useful for researching the shipment
activity of competitors and suppliers; sourcing products of any nature from anywhere in the
world; monitoring overseas suppliers activity; ensuring exclusive agent compliance
tracking the activity of publicly traded companies; and intellectual property investigation
and enforcement, it is claimed. It is not clear whether such a database of information
available to any buyer causes the commission of the English offence of obtaining and
communicating information useful to an enemy contrary to s1 Official Secrets Act 1911, an
offence carrying a sentence of 14 years imprisonment on indictment and conviction.

Facts of the Foster Blackmail court case
Tim Baker and Leo Dennis were cleared at Shrewsbury Crown Court. One of the men, Leo
Dennis, 42, a director of a multi-million pound security business alleged that he had been
offered £50,000 by another businessman to kill Christopher Foster. West Mercia police
investigated. Mr. Foster moved into overseas property investment in 2006 and later
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complained to the UK police of blackmail by Tim Baker and Leo Dennis, two businessmen.
Leo Dennis, of 24 Oleander Close, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 5EF, ran a 5 million dollar
security company. In turn, Tim Baker and Leo Dennis alleged that it was Christopher
Foster who had plotted to have Tim Baker assaulted. The case was quashed.

Takeover of Ulva Ltd and DRC Construction Ltd by SWP Construction Group Plc
SWP bought Ulva Ltd. in November 2007 for a nominal sum as Ulva Ltd. was by then a
dissolved company whose business operation now trades under the newly formed company
Ulva Insulation Systems Ltd, listing BP, British Gas, Total and Amerada Hess as clients.
With regard to personal taxation debts to Her Majesty’s Customs and Excise owed by
Christopher Foster and Jill Foster, a legal restriction was placed at the Land Registry on
their mansion, in May 2008, stopping them from selling it without authorisation from the
corporate liquidators.
This move was directly as a result of was the protracted breach of contract court case
DRC Distribution Ltd v Ulva Ltd [2007] EWHC 1716, QB. The claim for breach of
contract arose from a deliberate decision to flout the terms of the contract. Both
companies had formed subsidiaries or Special Purpose Vehicles through which
they transacted with each other for the purpose of the evasion of taxation, it
transpired. The claimant company had contracted with the defendant company through a
nominee company and so could not recover damages for any breach of contract it had
suffered. DRC Distribution Ltd (DRC) and Ulva Ltd (Ulva) entered into a long-term
supply agreement under which DRC was to supply a fire-resistant cladding system. Under
the contract, Ulva was to source all of its needs for the product from DRC and was given a
60-day credit facility to pay invoices rendered to it. The cladding was manufactured by
DRC's subsidiary/SPV, DRC Polymer Products Ltd . In breach of the agreement, and
unknown to DRC, Ulva began to source a significant volume of cladding from another
supplier because the price was lower. Ulva also began to settle DRC's invoices
increasingly late. DRC's credit insurers then reduced the permitted credit line for
transactions with Ulva to nil on the ground that its financial statements indicated a
deteriorating financial position. DRC informed Ulva that it had reasonable grounds to
believe that if credit terms continued to be offered, Ulva might not pay invoices. As a
result, DRC indicated that in future it required payment in full and in advance. Ulva then
served notice of termination of contract. The contractual notice period was six months.
DRC responded that until the termination, it expected that all of Ulva's supplies would
continue to be exclusively ordered from DRC and would be paid for in advance. Ulva
replied indicating that the requirement for payment in advance was a breach of contract,
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and gave notice that unless the requirement was withdrawn and the credit facility restored
the agreement would terminate after 30 days due to a material breach by DRC. However,
during that 30-day period, DRC conducted a site visit of Ulva and discovered that Ulva was
sourcing products from a third party. Whether such a visit was a covert investigation ;
whether investigators breached information privacy; whether copy records of Ulva’s
business were made illegally, is not known. DRC decided to terminate the agreement with
immediate effect for irremediable breach, as per English contract law.
Ulva accepted that it was in breach of contract and liable for damages by sourcing product
from a third party. This admission was made at a late stage. Breach of contract was denied
in the initial defence and the position changed only after a successful application for
specific disclosure.
The issues were whether DRC could recover damages for the full six-month contractual
notice period, or whether it was confined to the 30-day period following service of Ulva's
notice requiring restoration of the credit facility; i.e. whether DRC had suffered any loss
and whether the withdrawal by DRC of the credit facility to ULVA was a breach of
contract. The drafting of the contract was flawed in that the contract granted Ulva a 60-day
credit period, but did not remove or limit this in the event of a breach of contract by Ulva.
However, it was argued that it was a condition precedent to DRC's obligation to provide
credit terms that Ulva should source100% of the product from DRC; i.e. that it was an
implied term of the agreement.
Since the contract contained nothing to suggest that the credit facility was contingent on
Ulva complying with its obligation to source product only from DRC and since the test for
the implication of a term is high ( it must either be obvious or necessary), it was not an
implied term. Indeed DRC had granted the credit facility without requiring a guarantee.
DRC could only claim damages for the 30-day period in which it was required to remedy
its breach, not for the normal six-month notice period prior to termination. Ulva had served
a valid notice that would have brought the contract to an end within 30 days, and damages
were payable only until the end of that period. It is not clear whether the HMRC treated the
two Special Purpose Vehicles as void in order to determine the amount of avoided taxation.
It is not clear why the courts did not declare the contracts illegal and therefore voidable.

Special Purpose Vehicles formed with evasion of liabilities as purpose
Christopher Foster was also director of Ulva Management Ltd. of 7 Upper Brook Street,
Ulverston LA12 7BH. As regards taxation evasion, HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC)
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have a detailed guidance on the application of Chapter 4 of Part 7 of Income Tax (Earnings
and Pensions) Act 2003 ( ITEPA 2003), known commonly as "the new tax on dividends".
The chapter 90000 of the Employment Related Securities Manual (ERSM) includes antievasion clauses and is legislation which creates a tax charge on what are termed "post
acquisition benefits" deriving from employment-related securities (which includes shares).
It applies to UK resident and ordinarily resident employees, and is a ‘mopping up’ clause,
to tax any benefits which have not been caught elsewhere in Chapters 2 to 3d of ITEPA, or
otherwise taxed as employment income for the employee or another associated person.
The tax charge may apply to any benefit received after 16th April 2003, regardless of when
the securities were received, but only applies to securities which are employment-related,
so those which have been acquired through a personal relationship, such as gifted to friends
and family are unaffected. Dividends, if paid as employment reward is targeted by the
legislation. A benefit may come into charge if it not taxed elsewhere or where something
has been done which affects the employment-related securities as part of a scheme or
arrangement, the main purpose (or one of the main purposes) of which is the evasion of tax
or National Insurance contributions.
It states: “Where am owner-managed company, run as a genuine business, pays dividends
out of company profits and there is no contrived scheme to avoid income tax or NIC on
remuneration or to avoid the IR35 rules, HMRC will not seek to argue that a Chapter 4
benefit has been received...”
UK tax law states that dividends paid to contracted workers in place of income subject to
PAYE and NICs, is an attempt to circumvent IR35 and may be charged to tax under s 447.
The retrospective position and the actual tax charge seems to have been applied in this case.
ERSM90210 states that if dividends are paid on the shares of special purpose vehicle (SPV)
companies (where the “special” purpose is that they are set up to pay employees’ bonuses)
then they may be caught by the extra tax charge. There are the transitional and
retrospective rules to consider and also the NIC position, which is complicated by the
National Insurance Contributions Act 2006.
SPV’s similar to Enron’s
Like Enron, the conception, creation and decision to fund Special Purpose Entity or Special
Purpose Vehicle partnerships with company stock as Christopher Foster’s decision, caused
HMRC to judge it as a creative effort to circumvent accounting principles through the
complex structuring of transactions that lacked fundamental economic substance.
It is posed here that the accountancy and legal firms which created these SPV’s for
Christopher Foster and his former friend, director of DRC, may be chargeable to the
criminal offence of aiding and abetting tax evasion. The United Kingdom does not admit to
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using SPV’s but no survey has been conducted to ascertain exactly how many SPVs are
operating in the United Kingdom and offshore. The UK has no swift profession-wide
disciplinary processes and increased accountability for parties in the capital market system.
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Historical records of arson crimes by those in financial trouble
Turning to the serious criminal offence of arson, a time-honoured weapon of the angry,
vengeful, distressed and dispossessed , the UK government is yet to analyse data to
discover if there is a strong link between its rising arson rate, rising foreclosures, falling
housing prices and the economic ‘recession’. Such arsons are motivated by financial stress
and some are committed by some extremely wealthy individuals, based on the size of the
home and the contents of the home; people who had been living lavish lifestyles, but who
no longer could afford that. As in Christopher Foster’s case, the arsonist’s rationale is:
"If I can't have this, no one will."
Traditionally, there have always been some acts of fraud that are driven by economic
conditions. In similar fashion, car repossessions are rising, and so are cases of motor
vehicle arsons, as in Christopher Foster’s case in August 2008. Research shows that wouldbe arsonists need more than just falling prices to nudge them into crime. The small fraction
of people who would consider arson have a strong incentive. Opportunity alone can
sometimes push otherwise average people to commit arson, as some homeowners did when
Hurricane Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in 2005. People who commit arson on their properties
include greedy people, mortgaged to the hilt, who, under financial pressure, act to make
certain that they collect money from their crime.
Emotionalism and impulsiveness can cause a novice arsonist to become detectable as
when the trail of accelerant from one room to the next is obvious, no evidence of a forced
entry to be found. Some such arsonists neglect to pay their bills but manage to pay the
insurance premiums. Other indications of arson occur when the arsonist removes furniture
and belongings in the days or weeks before a fire, or has a history of insurance claims.
Stressed homeowners who intentionally leave a pan with oil on the cooker or deliberately
provoke an electrical fire may assume that their intent will be impossible to prove. But
arson investigators are becoming increasingly focused and sophisticated. The US has the
US Insurance Services Organization which manages a database used to compile and crossreference information about all insurance claims. Investigators use it to spot repeat
claimants and those who collect multiple payments by insuring the same property with
several different companies. Nevertheless, these factors alone probably do not account for
the very steep upward movement in the number of malicious or deliberate fires. In 1989,
there were 38,700 UK fires started deliberately, representing about one-quarter of all
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primary fires. By 1999, this had risen to a total of 91,000 deliberately set fires - an increase
of 135%. This compares to a 25% increase for the overall number of primary fires and a
12% decrease for accidental fires over the same period. A large proportion of the increase
is attributable to deliberate car fires as this category has increased by almost 200% since
1989. Over the same period, this compares with increases of 39% in deliberate fires in
other buildings; 54% in dwellings and 65% in other outdoor fires. There are marked
difference in the levels of malicious fires recorded by the police and the fire service.
The Criminal Damage Act 1971
The Criminal Damage Act includes the words ‘intent’ or ‘recklessness’ and the
involvement of property. Over half of the deliberate fires dealt with by fire brigades involve
vehicles. Until April 1998, the police would not generally have recorded these incidents as
arson. Police counting rules stipulated that (in most circumstances) a car reported stolen
before being found burnt out was recorded as theft or taken without the owner’s consent
(TWOC) whereas if a car was reported as “burnt out” then found to be stolen, it was usually
recorded as arson. However, the method of recording offences has changed and an
incident involving a vehicle which is stolen and then burnt now takes account of both the
vehicle theft and the arson and hence two offences rather than only one are recorded.
Statistically, arson accounts for almost 1% of the total recorded crime and is overshadowed
by property crime such as burglary and theft. The UK Government recognises that a more
realistic measure of arson must be used if national and local initiatives are to be properly
evaluated.
Private property arson
The Criminal Damage Act 1971 covers damage to property in general, however it is
caused. Section 1(1) of the Act states that it is an offence to damage or destroy property
belonging to someone else without lawful excuse. It is not an offence to destroy property if
that is one’s own. It is however an offence to act in a reckless manner.
Section 1(2) covers damage to property that also endangers the life of somebody else.
Under this section of the Act, it is an offence, intentionally or recklessly, to damage or
destroy property when at the same time there is an intention or recklessness about
endangering the life of another person. Section 1(3) specifies that when the damage to
property has been done by fire, the offence shall be charged as arson. It is also an offence
under the Criminal Damage Act 1971 to make threats that such damage would be carried
out, in a manner such that the person threatened believes it likely that the threats would be
carried out (Section 2), or to have objects in one’ s possession with the intention of carrying
out such damage (Section 3). In this case, had Christopher Foster survived, he might have
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been charged with arson under the Criminal Damage Act s1(3) but perhaps he could not
argue non-intention a in R v Caldwell [1981] 1 All ER 961.

Business premises arson
UK economic sabotage by arson often occurs. On 30 August 2008, fire destroyed the
premises of leading British bike distributors RJ Chicken and Sons, destroying the company's
warehouse and offices and a quantity of stock. Fifty firemen battled for 10 hours to bring the
blaze under control but the warehouse and its contents were completely ruined. Police have
arrested a man suspected of starting the blaze.
Suicide because of financial debt and loss of social standing and alcoholism
In the UK, reports state that a person with £ 130,000 worth of credit card debts had recently
committed suicide. The Wiltshire man faced the prospect of losing his home after accruing
debts over 5 years on 22 different credit cards. (See
http://www.crimereduction.homeoffice.gov.uk/toolkits/an020301.htm).
In India, the farmer suicide hot spots that stand out are Maharashtra and Andhra Pradesh.
Maharashtra had a sharp rise from 14.7 per lakh in 1995 to 57 in 2004. Cotton cultivation
stands out in the farmer suicide stories of the media.
Shame about loss of social status leading to suicide is never better illustrated than in Japan,
where suicides, according to statistics of the Japan National Police Agency, exceeded 30,000
in 2006 for the ninth year in succession. Japan is one of a very small number of the world’s
‘suicide giants’. Comparing rates with those of other major nations, Japan’s level is
conspicuously high: it ranks second after Russia; it has twice as many suicides as the US, and
three times as many as the UK. Last year the Japanese government enacted the ‘Basic
Suicide Prevention Law’. In fiscal year 2005, consumer finance companies, having had
borrowers insure their lives with the finance companies as the beneficiaries, saw 39,880 cases
of payment of death benefits, of which 3649, approximately 10 percent, were by suicides.
Consumer finance companies collected, using “life” of their clients as security.
Finland is renowned as the first country in the world to have launched, and scored success
with, a state-led suicide strategy. Finland faced economic crisis with the historic collapse of
the Soviet Union, and suffered a soaring unemployment rate too but, despite this, it managed
to reduce its suicide rates. The emotional state of suicides just prior to death reveals they
suffer from emotional sicknesses such as depression or alcohol dependency. In this sick
state, they plan suicide, they feel guilty, and they attempt suicide and often fail.

Attempted suicide by investment fraud suspect
In United States, in August 2008, Michael J. Park, of Park Capital Management Group,
suspected of serious investment fraud, was hospitalized after a suicide attempt. Park had
filed for bankruptcy after signs of a serious fraud led to the loss of his brokerage license.

Park had managed to trade through a maze of legal devices. According to the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority, the largest non-governmental regulator of all U.S. securities
firms, Park then had an active license through Raymond James Financial Services from
January 1999 until February 2000. He was then licensed as a broker through Acument
Securities from March 2000 until August 2002. Park was licensed through 1st Discount
Brokerage (see “Suicide Spreads as One Solution to the Debt Crisis” by Barbara Ehrenreich,
at http://www.alternet.org/story/93077/).

Suicide of SPV expert for Enron
In the Enron fraud investigation process, a senior executive of the bankrupt energy giant who
may have provided answers to America's worst financial scandal, was found dead in his
Mercedes in 2002 after killing himself. Congressional investigators had tried to interview
him during the previous week. He has repeatedly been mentioned in hearings as someone
who understood Enron's complex structure, in particular the thousands of subsidiaries it used
to hide losses and avoid tax. Enron, an internet-based trading company that claimed revenues
of £70 billion a year, collapsed with huge debts in 2001 amid allegations of fraud. Enron had
owned businesses across the world, including Wessex Water in the United Kingdom, and was
once valued at £50 billion. Enron filed for America's biggest bankruptcy on Dec 2, 2002,
leading to the loss of 20,000 jobs.

Murders committed under financial difficulties
In 2008 the husband of special constable Nisha Patel-Nasri had been found guilty of her
murder. Fadi Nasri, 34, was accused of organising the killing of the 29-year-old, who was
stabbed outside their London home in May 2006. Nasri wanted her dead to pay off debts
with his wife's £350,000 life insurance policy.
In 1986 Jeremy Bamber was convicted of murdering five members of his family at their
Essex home to claim an inheritance of almost £500,000. He shot his parents, sister and twin
six-year-old nephews before framing his sister – a paranoid schizophrenic – to make her
appear the killer.

Final analysis
Christopher Foster was a gunman, a well trained homicidal and suicidal predator who had
chosen a tactically superior location to play out his last living events on earth. It is a good
thing that he did not rage against others in a public place. When the average citizen snaps
and murders, the results are bad. When a well trained, physically fit and well armed man
decides to commit murder, the situation is catastrophic. He behaved like a homicidal and
suicidal predator carrying a weapon, his murderous plan in motion, and the outcome ending

very badly. This murderous predator had unrestricted control of his environment. The
phenomenon of the suicidal killer has steadily increased in both frequency and victims. The
judge in DRC Distribution Ltd v Ulva Ltd [2007] EWHC 1716, QB. was correct.
Christopher Foster was bereft of morality and not trust-worthy. Criminal behaviour is
criminal behaviour, be is corporate criminal behaviour or common law murder. The concept
in criminal law of ‘culpability’, is that culpability is recklessness or faultless and negligent
conduct from reckless, knowing and purposeful conduct. Foster’s was a narcissistic
personality fitting the pattern of grandiosity, sense of entitlement, arrogance, and need for
admiration, convinced of his own authority and infallibility, and able to ensnare devotees.
ENDS

